Fracture Characteristics of Dental Ceramic Crown according to Zirconia Coping Design
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Abstract

Fracture characteristics of the ceramic crown according to the zirconia coping design have been researched using various experimental methods. The 3D contour dimension of a mandibular first molar acrylic model tooth was scanned with Optical scanner (S600, Zirkonzahn, Italy), and then a classic crown preparation was created in CAD software (Zirkonzahn.Modellier, Zirkonzahn, Italy). The CAD file of the prepared tooth was imported into a milling machine, and acrylic resin (PMMA) dies were generated. Four different coping designs based on the thickness of zirconia marginal collar were used: 0.0mm zirconia collar (Group1), 0.5mm (Group2), 1.0mm (Group3), and 2.0mm (Group4). Copings were fabricated with CAD/CAM System (CAD CAM M5, Zirkonzahn, Italy) and veneering porcelain (IPS e.max Ceram) was build-up with layering technique. All the samples were cemented (RelyX Unicem, 3M/ESPE) onto corresponding dies. All specimens were tested in 4 groups (n=10 for each group) based on the thickness of zirconia collar. Fracture load test was performed on eight crowns from each group, and the remaining crowns (n=2) were subjected to fatigue test. Fracture strength was tested with a universal testing machine at a crosshead speed of 1.0mm/min to the vertical axis of the tooth 0.5mm lingually down the mesio-distal cusp. For the testing of fatigue failure, specimens were subjected to 50,000 cycles of cyclic loading 200 N, at a rate of 15Hz and then loaded dynamically at a crosshead speed of 1.0mm/min, until failure. Fracture location and fracture surface of failed crowns were observed with a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM S-4800, Hitachi, Japan).

Mean of fracture strength values of veneering porcelain were: 1411N for Group1, 1428N for Group2, 1596N for Group3 and 1621N for Group4. And according to increasing of thickness on zirconia collar, zirconia coping showed more fracture strength value with increasing of fracture strength of porcelain veneered it up. And examined using FE-SEM, two interesting features were shown from the fracture surface, sudden fracture and gradual fracture. And failure of specimens was mainly occurred by crack growth initiated from porosities within the veneering porcelain. In conclusion, according to the fracture test, the more thickness of zirconia collar, the higher fracture strength of veneering porcelain. Thus, zirconia coping design with 2.0mm marginal collar width is recommended for both functional longevity and esthetics of zirconia-ceramic restoration.
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1. Introduction

There are various restorative materials commercially available for replacement of single and multiple teeth [1]. With the increasing demand for esthetics, several all-ceramic materials and processing techniques have been introduced in the past decade [2]. All-ceramic restorations have several advantages, including life-like appearance [3], biocompatibility [4], wear resistance, and color stability [5, 6]. Disadvantages include less-than-ideal marginal adaptation, excessive wear of the opposing dentition, aggressive preparation design [3], technique sensitivity [7], and susceptibility to fracture [6]. Despite the biocompatibility and esthetic appeal of all-ceramic crowns, fracture of the veneer or the core material remains the major clinical reason for technical complications in the posterior region [8]. Especially, interproximal fracture of veneering porcelain is one mode of fracture [9] and makes clinical problem such as food impaction, loss of interdental papillae and esthetic problem etc.

Porcelain has low tensile strength around 35MPa (5,000 psi) and high compressive strength of 517 MPa (75,000 psi). Because of these physical properties, coping is important for functional longevity of the restoration [11].Copings are designed to provide fracture resistance of the porcelain, and the porcelain is supported by the coping so that tensile or shear fractures can be minimized [11].

Zirconia can be used as a support material (especially in the posterior region) for esthetic restorations because of its biocompatibility [12], esthetic appeal as compared to visible metal [13] and high flexural strength [14]. The mechanical properties of zirconia are the highest ever reported for any dental ceramic [15]. The flexural strength of zirconia ranges from 800 to 1,000 MPa [15], and the shear strength of zirconia ceramics has been shown to be similar to that of metal ceramics [16]. Pogoncheff et al. [9] reported that extending zirconia collar to the interproximal area was useful to preventing interproximal porcelain fracture.

However, although some solutions with coping design have been provided for the metal ceramic crown, remarkably little scientific data on optimal zirconia coping design of dental ceramic crown has been studied. Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate fracture characteristics of the ceramic crown according to the zirconia coping design using zirconia-ceramic molar crowns manufactured with CAD/CAM technology.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Tooth preparation and master die fabrication

The 3D contour dimensions of a mandibular first molar acrylic model tooth was scanned with Optical scanner (S660, Zirkonzahn, Italy), then a classic crown preparation was created in CAD software (Zirkonzahn.Modellier, Zirkonzahn, Italy) into a 6 degree total convergence angle (3 degree on each side), a deep chamfer of 1.0mm, preparation height of 5mm, and 1.5-2.0mm occlusal reduction (Fig.1-a). The CAD file of the prepared tooth was imported into a milling machine (CAD/CAM M5, Zirkonzahn, Italy), and acrylic resin (PMMA) dies were generated, which were then used as a master die to fabricate all-ceramic crowns.

2.2. Specimens fabrication

Fig. 1. (a) Preparation dimensions of the master die. (b) Zirconia coping design with 1mm marginal collar width (Group3). (c) Specimen fabricated for this study (Pr = Porcelain; Zr = Zirconia collar)
2.2.1. Zirconia coping design and fabrication

Four different coping design based on the thickness of zirconia marginal collar were used: 0.0mm zirconia collar (control), 0.5mm, 1.0mm and 2.0mm (Fig. 1-b), and the remaining surface, occlusal surface and axial walls, was designed to have thickness of 0.5mm. Total twenty-eight copings (n=7 for each group) were fabricated from zirconia blocks (Zirconia Translucent 95H10, Zirkonzahn, Italy) with CAD/CAM System (CAD/CAM M5, Zirkonzahn, Italy). All the copings were then placed on a firing tray and sintered in a furnace (Zirkonofen 600/V2, Zirkonzahn, Italy) for 12 hours at 1500 °C. The inner surface of the copings was sandblasted with 50 μm aluminum oxide at 3 bar pressure, rinsed and dried.

2.2.2. Porcelain build-up

The sintered copings were veneered with porcelain (IPS e.max Ceram) by a skilled dental technician following manufacturer’s instruction. Then the specimens were fired in a vacuum furnace (Programat P300; Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) for 30 min. at 720°C.

2.2.3. Cementation

All the samples were cemented (RelyX Unicem, 3M/ESPE) onto the corresponding dies. Mixing and cementing procedures were performed at room temperature according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The crowns were initially seated on their respective dies using finger pressure and the excess cement was removed.

After cementation, the specimens were embedded in acrylic resin (Epovia, Cray valley) in a 1 inch diameter PVC tube. The crown buccal margin was placed 2mm above the surface of the resin, with the long axis of the crown-tooth replica and tube aligned (Fig. 1-c). The specimens were stored for 24 hours in distilled water at 37°C.

2.3. Fatigue and fracture tests

All specimens were tested in 4 groups (n=10 for each group) based on the thickness of zirconia collar: 0.0mm (group1), 0.5mm (group2), 1.0mm (group3) and 2.0mm (group4). Fracture load test was performed on eight crowns from each group, and the remaining crowns (n=2) were subjected to fatigue test.

For fracture load test, the samples were mounted in a universal testing machine (AGS-1000D, Shimadzu, Japan), and a stainless steel ball 9.0mm in diameter was placed on the lingual aspect of the distobuccal cusp (0.5mm lingual to the cusp tip) with a crosshead-speed of 1.0mm/min. And for the testing of fatigue failure (subgroup2), the samples were positioned in a Fatigue testing machine (ADT-AV01K1N, Shimadzu, Japan), and a tungsten carbide (WC) indenter 6.25mm in diameter was placed at the same area of the crowns. The cyclic load was set at 200N to simulate a clinical posterior occlusal biting force [17], at a rate of 15Hz. A previously performed pilot study has shown that the rapid rate of decline in strength leveled off after 50,000 cycles of loading [18]; hence, this number of cycles was selected for the fatigue test. Fatigue testing was followed by dynamic loading, at a crosshead speed of 1.0 mm/min until catastrophic failure occurred.

Fractured surface of failed crowns were observed with a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM S-4800, Hitachi, Japan).

3. Results and Discussion

Clinically, all-ceramic restorations commonly fail through slow crack growth resulting from fatigue cased by masticatory stresses [9]. Veneering porcelain is weaker compared to the core material, so it fails at low loads when it is placed under tension [19] resulting in marginal chipping or fracture. Based on concepts found in literature about metal-ceramic restoration, the use of a zirconia collar may provide support for veneering porcelain. However, management of the facial marginal area with zirconia can be an esthetic problem because the translucency...
Fracture strength of veneering porcelain for the 4 zirconia-ceramic crowns are presented in Fig. 2. Group1 (0.0mm zirconia collar) had the lowest mean strength value, 1411N, and Group4 (2.0mm) had the highest strength value, 1621N. The other mean strength values were: 1428N for Group2 (0.5mm) and 1596N for Group3 (1.5mm). The results of the present study revealed that the more thickness of zirconia collar, the higher fracture strength of veneering porcelain. When static or cyclic load is applied to occlusal surface of the crown, the stresses are transferred to the marginal area of veneering porcelain. Although porcelain is brittle material which is prone to chip-off, zirconia collar has supporting function and plays an important role in preventing the fracture or chipping of the veneering porcelain.

Load-displacement curves of the representative of each group are described in Fig. 3 and the values of upper yielding load and maximum load are shown in Table 1. Upper yield point is the point in the load-displacement curve at which the fracture of veneering porcelain occurred. Generally, porcelain strength depended on zirconia coping and collar thickness. From the load-displacement curves, upper yielding strength increased as collar thickness of zirconia coping. It is confirmed that stress is transferred to collar and then, shielded at collar. Therefore, in the case of high thickness of collar, fractured strength was higher than that of lower thickness of collar. And maximum strength is the point when the catastrophic fracture of zirconia coping occurred. Based on those facts, zirconia coping,

Table 1. The values of upper yield strength and maximum strength of Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group1 (0mm)</th>
<th>Group2 (0.5mm)</th>
<th>Group3 (1.0mm)</th>
<th>Group4 (2.0mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper yield strength</td>
<td>1301.83</td>
<td>1473.45</td>
<td>1836.30</td>
<td>1777.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum load</td>
<td>1341.06</td>
<td>1505.32</td>
<td>1841.20</td>
<td>2299.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Load-displacement curves of veneering porcelain with collar thickness.

Fig. 4. FE-SEM image showing the fracture surface of Group 1(a); sudden fracture and Group 2(b); gradual fracture (Pr = Porcelain; Zr = Zirconia)
according to increasing of thickness on zirconia collar, showed more fracture strength value with increasing of fracture strength of porcelain veneered it up.

3.2. Microscopic analysis

Examined using FE-SEM, two interesting features were shown from the fracture surface, sudden fracture and gradual fracture (Fig. 4). When static load was applied through outer surface of the veneering porcelain, cracks initiated from the point of load application by the indenter and from porosity within the veneering porcelain. Wake hackles were formed as the crack passes pores present inside of the ceramic, indicating the direction of the crack growth, and the cracks propagated toward the direction perpendicular to major stress axis, and sudden fracture finally occurred through the whole crown thickness (Fig. 4-a). There were no signs of major interfacial failure between the zirconia coping and the porcelain veneer. The other feature of fracture surface, a gradual fracture, are shown in figure 4-b. The fatigue failure was preceded by a combination of crack initiation and crack propagation. When cyclic loading was applied to the porcelain, micro-cracks were initially formed by fatigue stress. Delamination of veneering material was then occurred making special appearance, beach marks with steps and exposure of zirconia core material. From the Fig. 4, in the case of no collar of zirconia, fracture behavior was abruptly failed with cleavage surface, whereas in the case of high thickness of zirconia collar, fracture behavior was low crack propagation rate, gradually. It is confirmed that zirconia collar plays an important role in inhibiting the crack growth and propagation.

Fracture of all-ceramic restoration is very complicated process which could be related to a combination of different reasons including the dimensions of core and veneer materials, inherent and processing defects within the porcelain and the preparation design [20]. The results from these microscopic analysis showed some fracture reasons in ceramic restorations. Processing-related porosities of porcelain are formed by loss of water when it is fired in furnace (Fig. 5-a), and cracks are initiated from these inherent flaws. Oram et al. [21] reported that occasional presence of pores inside the ceramic could account for the weakness and eventual fracture of ceramic at that site. And in an evaluation of internal defects of some porcelain, Oilo [22] also reported that porosities which are generated through firing schedule markedly increase the failures of restoration. Considering the porosities plays an important role in initiating crack growth, a technique which can minimize the formation of porosity is needed during porcelain build-up process.

4. Conclusions

- From the load-displacement curves, fracture strength of veneering porcelain showed 1411N for Group1, 1428N for Group2, 1596N for Group3 and 1621N for Group4. The more thickness of zirconia collar, the higher fracture strength of veneering porcelain. Upper yielding strength increased as collar thickness of zirconia coping. Thus, zirconia coping design with 2.0mm marginal collar width is recommended for both functional longevity and esthetics of zirconia-ceramic restoration. And maximum strength is the point when the catastrophic fracture of zirconia coping occurred.
- From the fractured surface, in the case of no collar of zirconia, fracture behavior was abruptly failed with cleavage surface, whereas in the case of high thickness of zirconia collar, fracture behavior was low crack propagation rate, gradually. Thus, zirconia collar plays an important role in inhibiting the crack growth and propagation.
Fracture of all-ceramic restoration is related to a combination of different reasons including the dimensions of core and veneer materials, inherent and processing defects within the porcelain and the preparation design. Porosities acted to the site of crack initiation and growth from within the veneering porcelain. Therefore, a technique which can minimize the formation of pores is needed during porcelain build-up process.
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